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Preliminary Results of Archaeological Investigations 
at Vardāna

A focus on the Early Medieval period

Silvia Pozzi, Sirojiddin Mirzaachmedov, and Munira Sultanova

Abstract: The archaeological site of Vardanzeh (ancient Vardāna) is located on the northern bor-
der of the Bukhara oasis (Uzbekistan), which formed the westernmost territory of ancient Sogdiana. 
During the Early Medieval period (5th–8th centuries CE), this settlement controlled the surrounding 
territory constituting a political entity known as the “villages of Obavija”. Descriptions of Vardāna are 
present in several Islamic sources, suggesting its antiquity, but also its strategic and political role, par-
ticularly relevant at the time of the Arab advance in the region. This paper presents the results of the 
archaeological investigations carried out at the citadel of Vardāna between 2009 and 2016. In particu-
lar, it focuses on the Early Medieval building phase and on the rich corpus of pottery and finds that re-
flect cultural influences and ties with the Sassanid Empire, the Middle Syr Darya region and the Turks. 
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Резюме: Археологический памятник Варданза (древняя Вардана) расположен на северной 
границе Бухарского оазиса (Узбекистан), который входил в состав западной территории древ-
ней Согдианы. В период раннего средневековья (5-8 вв. н.э.) это поселение контролировало 
окружающую территорию, которая представляла собой политическую силу, известную как 
“селa Обавия”. Описания Варданы присутствуют в нескольких исламских источниках, что сви-
детельствует не только о древности этого места, но и о его стратегической и политической 
роли, что особенно важно для времени арабского продвижения в регионе. В данной статье 
представлены результаты археологических исследований на цитадели Вардана между 2009 и 
2016 годами. В частности, рассматривается ранняя средневековая стадия строительства и бо-
гатые комплексы керамики и других находок, которые отражают культурные влияния и связи 
с империей Сасанидов, населением области Средней Сырдарьи и тюрками.

Ключевые слова: Вардана, раннее средневековье, Согдиана, тюрки, сасаниды.
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228 Silvia Pozzi, Sirojiddin Mirzaachmedov, and Munira Sultanova

Fig. 1: Map of the Bukhara oasis (Bing satellite image background, QG is elaboration of the author).
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Preliminary Results of Archaeological Investigations at Vardāna 229

1 Geographical and historical 
outline

Locally known as Kurgan Vardanzeh (or simply 
Vardanzeh), this remote site located on the north-
ern fringes of the Bukhara oasis (Uzbekistan) was 
one of the most politically relevant towns of the 
region during the pre-Islamic period, when it was 
known as Vardāna. Since 2009, this site has been 
subject to an extensive archaeological excavation by 
a Swiss-Uzbek expedition1 promoted by The Soci-

1 As co-director of the archaeological expedition at Vardā-

na, I would like to express my gratitude to Dr Christoph 
Baumer, The Society for the Exploration of EurAsia, and 
to all the sponsors that have generously supported the 
archaeological excavation at Vardāna since 2009. Special 
thanks go also to Amriddin Berdimuradov, director of 
the Institute of Archaeology of the Academy of Science of 
Uzbekistan in Samarkand, to the co-director of the expe-
dition Djamal Mirzaachemdov, and to all the colleagues 
that during these years participated in the expedition 
(Alexei Savchenko, Shukrat Adylov, Maxuma Niyazo-
va, Siroj Mirzaachmedov, Munira Sultanova, Dilmurod 
Kholov, and Anvar Athakodhjaev). Finally, I would like to 
express my deep gratitude to Prof Bruno Genito (Naples 
University l’Orientale) for his scientific coordination and 
for his essential administrative support.

Fig. 2: Citadel of Vardāna (from top): southern side; eastern gate; detail of brickwork in 
the north-west corner (© The Society for the Exploration of EurAsia).
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230 Silvia Pozzi, Sirojiddin Mirzaachmedov, and Munira Sultanova

ety for the Exploration of EurAsia in collaboration 
with the Institute of Archaeology of the Academy of 
Science of Uzbekistan, Samarkand. Vardanzeh (co-
ordinates: 40°9′50.97″N, 64°26′16.80″E) belongs 
to the Shafirkan tuman (district), one of the eleven 
districts of the Bukhara region, and it is only 11 km 
from the present-day uncultivated lands, represent-
ing the northern most impressive archaeological 
monument of this area (Fig. 1).

The site was built at the end of the Shapurkham 
canal, recorded by the Islamic literary sources2 as 
one of the ancient canals of the Bukhara oasis, still 
existing but now dried out in its last section. Cur-
rently, the proper site (ca. 7 ha) consists of a citadel 
and a lower settlement and appears isolated from 
the surrounding cultivated fields, as the Uzbek gov-
ernment, aware of its archaeological potential, has 
prevented the use of a large portion of the surround-
ing land (170 ha). The massive citadel, 15 m high, 
has a rectangular plan (0.8 ha) and its vertical walls, 

2 Ibn Hauqal (Ibn Ḥawqal: 466–467), Naršaḫī (Naršaḫī: 
31); Ișțakhrī (Al-Iṣṭaḫrī: 310).

partially eroded by the forces of nature, still show 
the original brickwork (Fig. 2). 

A ditch, now buried by the sand, once surrounded 
the whole citadel. A north-east to south-west orient-
ed lower settlement extends from the citadel to the 
south, its morphology indicating that it has two dif-
ferent parts. The first is a walled shahristan of rect-
angular shape (2 ha), separated from the citadel by 
two depressions; the second (4.5 ha) spreads irreg-
ularly south of the first one and could be interpreted 
as a second shahristan or a rabad, the suburbs of the 
medieval city. The only modern structures are locat-
ed in the eastern part of the lower settlement, on the 
border between the two shahristans, and consist of 
a mausoleum and in few annexed timber-frame con-
structions. The mausoleum, made of baked bricks, 
is named after Burk-i-Sarmast, a local Muslim sage, 
and is still visited daily by local people who offer de-
votional meals (khudoi) as thanksgiving to Allah. On 
top of the citadel stands a marble gravestone, also 
an object of local devotion.

The modern name of the site and its peculiar 
geographical location have facilitated its identifica-
tion with the ancient town of Vardāna mentioned 

Fig. 3: Vardāna, general plan (from Cerasuolo 2009: fig. IV.34, updated by Mirzaachmedov).
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Preliminary Results of Archaeological Investigations at Vardāna 231

in the works of Islamic historians and geographers 
such as al-Ișțakhrī (Al-Iṣṭaḫrī: 310), Ibn Hauqal 
(Ibn Ḥawqal: 466–467), Hamadani (Al-Hamadānī: 
421) and as-Samani (Kamaliddinov 1993: 66). As 
pointed out by Marquart (1898: 62), and support-
ed a century later by Naymark (2001: 209–212), 
Vardāna is also quoted in the “Travels” of Xuan 
Zang under the name of Fa-ti (Xuanzang: 35), one 
of the four political entities active in Bukhara oasis 
between the 7th and the 8th centuries CE. Accord-
ing to Naršaḫī (Naršaḫī: 16, 31–32), the author of 
Tārīḫ-i Buḫārā (The History of Bukhara), this im-
portant trading centre was located on the frontier 
with Turkistan and in the Early Medieval period3 

3 This definition is used mostly in Soviet literature to indi-

and was the capital of the Obavija Feud, governed by 
the Vardān Khudāh dynasty. The foundation legend 
narrated by the same author (Naršaḫī: 31–32) re-
ports that the origins of this royal dynasty go back to 
a Sassanid prince who obtained these lands from the 
king of Bukhara. It is worth noting that this dynas-
ty represents the only royal family besides Bukhār 

cate a period of time usually extending from the 5th and 
the 8th centuries CE, during which Sogdiana experienced 
a strong urban, commercial, and artistic development, to-
gether with a cultural homogeneity (see Brykina 1999: 
5). The beginning of this period around the end of the 4th 
to the beginning of the 5th centuries CE coincides with 
the resurgence of Sogdiana after a period of economic 
crisis (on this, see Grenet 1996: 372) and ends in the 
8th century with the Arab conquest of the region. 

Fig. 4: Architectural structures found beneath fluvial pebbles (top, view from west): (1) Rim of a jar 
found inside the platform beneath the ancient building phase; (2) Rim of a jar found on the ancient 

floor; (3) Rim of a jar found on the ancient floor of the Early Medieval phase 
(drawings by M. Sultanova, copyright The Society for the Exploration of EurAsia).
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232 Silvia Pozzi, Sirojiddin Mirzaachmedov, and Munira Sultanova

Khudāh mentioned in the Tārīḫ-i Buḫārā. Its power 
increased significantly, especially at the time of the 
Arab conquest of the oasis, as confirmed by Ṭabari, 
who cites Vardān Khudāh as malik (king) of Bukhara 
(Ṭabarī: 150–151). It is also possible to infer from 
the records of Naršaḫī that Vardān Khudāh was an 
opponent of Bukhār Khudāh and usurped his throne 
between the 7th and the 8th centuries CE. This in-
formation accords well with the political landscape 
of Sogdiana during the Early Medieval period, which 
was characterised by a fragmentation of power and 
by local rivalries. Another aspect of Vardāna to be 
inferred from the literary sources, which correctly 
reveal the cultural and political scenario of Sogdi-
ana in those centuries, is the Turkic origin of Vardān 
Khudāh (Naršaḫī: 10). In the middle of the 6th cen-
tury CE, the first Turk Empire entered the political 
and economic affairs of Sogdian territories, laying 
the foundation of a long-lasting relationship with 
the Sogdian ruling class. The presence of Turks or 
rulers of Turkic descent governing Sogdian princi-
palities4 (De la Vaissière 2005: 200) is evidence of 
this relationship, as is the Turco-Sogdian military 
alliance, which was particularly active at the time of 
the Arab advance in Sogdiana.

2 Stratigraphy
The archaeological research carried out at Vardā-
na between 2009 and 2016 focused mainly on the 
citadel, where a stratigraphic sequence of occupa-
tion dating from the late 4th/beginning of the 5th 
to the late 19th/beginning of the 20th centuries, 
when the citadel was still used for burials and for 
temporary shelter, was identified. The more consis-
tent and best-documented building period, which is 
the focus of the present paper, is represented by a 
structure with rectangular plan (probably a palace) 
discovered on top of the citadel5 (Fig. 3); its exca-
vation is still in progress. Currently, we are inclined 
to date the construction of this palace to the 5th to 
the 6th centuries CE (first building phase), while its 
abandonment could be placed around the 8th cen-
tury CE. An important change of the original layout 
(second building phase) probably occurred between 
the 7th and the 8th centuries, even though the mate-
rial unearthed so far is still not enough to formulate 
a more detailed chronology. 

However, the most ancient structures detected so 
far at Vardāna can probably be dated to the begin-
ning of the 5th century CE, if not earlier, at the end of 
the 4th century. The remains of this ancient building 
are still scarcely investigated, and the general lay-

4 On this, see also Stark 2007.
5 The later phases of occupation will be analysed in detail 

by Dž.K. Mirzaachmedov in his contribution to this pub-
lication.

out of the structures is not clear. Nevertheless, the 
architectural structures, detected in several trench-
es, were always underneath a thick layer of fluvial 
pebbles and sand. The widest trench that displayed 
these ancient constructions is located in the central 
part of the citadel, where a wall 3 m high, orient-
ed north-south, was identified. Some architectural 
structures located to the east of this wall, namely 
two underground tunnels, a well built with baked 
bricks, and a circular structure, possibly a tower, 
have also been found (Fig. 4:1). Here, the fluvial 
pebbles and sand buried the ancient structures up 
to 3 m deep and apparently no layers of debris were 
found on the ancient floor, so that the gravels were 
laid directly on it. The excavation of a test trench on 
this floor revealed the presence of an underlying de-
posit of very compact clay that contained sporadic 
pakhsa blocks. This deposit, excavated down to a 
depth of 4 m, probably constituted the platform on 
which the ancient structures were built.6 The few 
pottery fragments retrieved from these earlier lay-
ers of occupation are similar to the pottery found in 
the oldest levels of occupation of the Early Medieval 
palace (Fig. 4:2–3), suggesting that there was not a 
prolonged period of abandonment between the two 
building periods. Part of a corridor following the 
external walls that belonged to the ancient build-
ing period was identified in the south-west corner 
of the citadel, also buried under a thick layer of flu-
vial pebbles and sand. It was most probably during 
the Early Medieval period that the external wall that 
delimited this corridor increased in thickness up to 
5 m, as attested in the north-west external corner 
of the citadel thanks to the partial collapse of the 
brickwork. The use of such an impressive quantity 
of gravels and sand is not so frequently attested and 
it would imply the quick burial of the ancient struc-
tures. Interestingly, in the Bukhara oasis, this type of 
filling is attested in the core of one of the excavated 
sections of Kampirak, the long oasis wall that pro-
tected the territory of Bukhara. According to Stark 
and Mirzaahmedov (2015: 93), who excavated a 
section of this wall near Kizil Tepa, the rest can be 
dated to the end of 4th/beginning of the 5th centu-
ries CE, a temporal framework that fits in well with 
the dating proposed for the discovered structures at 
Vardāna.

Early Medieval palace, first building 
phase
This construction (internally ca. 70 × 34 m), orient-
ed east-west and occupying the whole upper sur-
face of the citadel, was built on a platform formed by 
burying earlier structures (see description above) 
under a layer of fluvial pebbles and sand 3 m thick 

6 This deposit was not entirely excavated; it was decided to 
stop at the depth of -10.85 m for safety reasons.
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(Fig. 4). A middle layer of rammed earth around 
0.50 m thick separated the pebbles and sands from 
the walls of the palace. So far, the team has unearthed 
the northern, western and south-eastern sides of 
the palace, revealing the presence of massive walls 
made of mud bricks and pakhsa blocks. The external 
profile of these walls is very eroded and the original 
thickness is still debated. On the northern side, the 
perimeter wall was almost 3 m thick, as attested by 
a small test trench; by contrast, the eastern side the 
wall, cut by two large holes, was thicker and prob-
ably extended up to the eastern limit of the citadel. 
The perimeter walls delimited an inner corridor 
4 m wide that most likely characterised the whole 
perimeter of the palace, as can be inferred by its 
discovery on the western, northern and southern 
sides of the palace. Initially, the corridor functioned 
as a surveillance area and its western and northern 
sections were connected through a passage locat-
ed in the westernmost part of the northern wing. 
The walls are preserved on the western side up to 
2 m in height and 1 m on the northern side, and are 

without loopholes. Interestingly, three heaps of flu-
vial cobbles, each 8–10 cm long, were found at three 
points on the floor of the northern corridor. Each 
heap contained around 10–15 cobbles of reddish 
colour and can be interpreted as a reserve of pro-
jectiles for slings. The corridor encircled an inner 
dwelling area and no access to this inner part of the 
palace has yet been found on either section of the 
excavated corridor. 

Currently, it has been ascertained that the proper 
dwelling area consisted of three sectors (hereafter 
named the western, central and eastern sectors), 
each of them showing specific features and spatial 
arrangements. The western sector probably repre-
sented the private rooms; side-corridors encircled it 
as well on the western, northern and eastern sides. 
The eastern side-corridor, oriented north-south, 
divided the western sector from the central sector. 
Two square rooms (6 and 12), one of them with sufa, 
opened northward into the northern side-corridor, 
while another room with sufa (16) opened south-

Fig. 5: Schematic reconstruction of the Early Medieval palace 
(topography S. Mirzaachmedov on O. Cerasuolo 2009 general plan). 
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234 Silvia Pozzi, Sirojiddin Mirzaachmedov, and Munira Sultanova

ward into a transit area (17) leading to a wide space 
located to the south of rooms 6 and 12. 

The central sector, highly damaged by later buri-
als and holes, consisted of a courtyard delimited 
on the northern side by three rooms (7, 8 and 28). 
Room 8 was connected to the western wing of the 
palace through the northern side-corridor, while the 
remaining rooms opened onto the courtyard, delim-
ited to the west by the eastern side-corridor and to 
the east by a massive wall 2.8 m thick that divided 
the central sector from the eastern sector. 

The eastern sector, where the last archaeological 
campaigns concentrated their excavations, original-
ly housed a representative room (31), recognisable 
by the identification of two fragments of a mural 

painting that probably decorated a large portion of 
Wall 29, the long wall that divided the surveillance 
corridor from the dwelling area. The layout of the 
room that housed the mural paintings is still unclear 
as the area underwent a series of later reconstruc-
tions. Two fragments (33 × 29 cm, 72 × 57 cm) were 
removed from the wall for conservation purposes. 
They are both very badly preserved and unfortu-
nately no clear decorative motif is recognisable on 
the white background, apart from few lines of red, 
black and light blue. The poor state of preserva-
tion is essentially due to two events that occurred 
in this area. At one point in time, the wall that sup-
ported the paintings was seriously damaged in its 
upper part, being preserved to a height of 1.90 m. 

Fig. 6: Mud brick platforms in the eastern sector (top); rooms created inside the northern surveil-
lance corridor (below) (copyright The Society for the Exploration of EurAsia).
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Consequently, new masonry was built on top of it, 
replacing the missing parts. The restored wall was 
re-plastered, both in the older and in the new parts, 
and on that occasion the surface of the older wall 
that still displayed the remains of mural paintings 
was “scratched” to facilitate the attachment of the 
new mud plaster, damaging the paintings. The sec-
ond event that undermined the conservation of 
the paintings was a fire that occurred in this area 
at a later time (see below). The new mud plaster 
that covered the mural paintings was completely 
scorched, causing the almost total disappearance of 
the underlying colours. To these events we can also 
add the destruction of the wall caused by the holes 
made later, which reduced even more the surface 
that might have preserved more traces of paintings.

Early medieval palace, second 
building phase
The second building phase attests to a re-building 
activity well documented both in the surveillance 
corridor and in the proper inner palace (Fig. 6). As 
far as the surveillance corridor is concerned, at one 
point in time the passage connecting the northern 
and the western wings was blocked, the floor lev-
el of the western corridor raised by 1 m, and two 
partition walls were built, creating two new rooms. 
The same situation was found in the eastern part of 
the northern surveillance corridor, where four new 
rooms were created. Three of these rooms had sufa 
and yielded a large quantity of pottery, in particu-
lar storage and table pottery. As in the surveillance 
corridor, the layout of the dwelling area also un-
derwent important changes. In the western sector, 
part of the northern side-corridor was blocked off 
and Room 12 partitioned into two smaller rooms. In 
the central sector, Room 8 was sealed and Room 28 
partitioned into three spaces. However, the most 
important changings occurred in the eastern sector, 
where the team unearthed some rooms used for 
storage and cooking, built on the earlier representa-
tive room decorated with mural paintings. 

The storage function of this area is implied by the 
several jars (khum) found within the archaeologi-
cal context, buried a few centimetres underneath 
the floor, and by the large quantity of pottery, or-
ganic burnt material (straw baskets, cotton fabrics 
and padding), bronze and iron tools, bone spindle 
whorls and millstones found on the floors. Partition 
walls divided the earlier space into three rooms (23, 
26 and 27), where several burnt wooden beams 
were found on the floors still in their original loca-
tion. Possibly they were part of some timber-framed 
construction used to create small partitions inside 
the rooms and their preservation is due to a large 
fire that put an end to the occupation of this area, 
the same fire that also caused the final destruction 
of the mural paintings. The excavation revealed that 

the storage rooms were built on mud-brick plat-
forms whose brickwork followed a precise scheme. 
Each platform, only 0.30 m high, was made by an ex-
ternal row of stretchers, while the inner brickwork 
consisted of three parallel rows of headers. Empty 
spaces 0.55 m large separated each platform from 
the other, and all the platforms were levelled on top 
with rammed clay and had well-plastered lateral 
sides. Currently, it is difficult to ascertain if the plat-
forms were built with the sole function of support-
ing the wooden beams that belonged to the overly-
ing storage rooms (some of the beams in situ were 
found exactly in the middle of the platforms) or if 
they may have played other roles. Be that as it may, 
the remarkable functional reconversion of this rep-
resentative space into a storage area would suggest 
that a significant change in the historical conditions 
of Vardāna might have occurred. 

3 Pottery and artefacts 
The preliminary dating of the pre-Islamic building 
periods identified in the citadel of Vardāna that we 
propose in this contribution is based mainly on pot-
tery comparisons, though the specific local traits of 
this pottery do not always allow precise analogies. 
A few coins of Asbar type,7 unfortunately never 
found on floors but inside the filling layers, as well 
as the results of C14 analyses8 carried out on burnt 
wood from the storage rooms in the eastern sector 
of the palace, also helped to define the chronological 
framework of the palace to the Early Middle Ages 
(5th–8th centuries CE). In the following discussion, 
we shall focus on a selection of artefacts that have 
contributed to the fixing of some chronological mo-
ments that are particularly relevant to outlining the 
different cultural contributions recognisable in the 
material evidence unearthed at Vardāna. The ce-
ramic material in the layers underneath the pebbles 
and sand is poor and consists mainly of fragments 
of modelled khums manufactured in a well-baked 
reddish clay (Fig. 4:1–2). The ornamental features 
of this production, characterised by rims decorated 
with finger impressions and black or red stripes of 
slip poured on the body of the vessels, are compa-
rable with those in the northern area of the Bukha-

7 This series of coin started to circulate in the middle of the 
5th century CE and their imitations were found up to the 
8th century CE (see Naymark 2010: 25, Figs. 12–13).

8 C14 analysis was carried out on a single sample of burnt 
wood (KV 2013-SU 334) found in the storage room lo-
cated in the eastern sector; more specifically, it consisted 
of a fragment of burnt wooden beam. The analysis was 
executed in 2014 in the Centre of Dating and Diagnostic 
(CEDAD), Department of Engineering of Innovation, Uni-
versity of Salento, Brindisi (Italy), under the direction of 
Prof L. Calcagnile. The calibrated dating indicates a frame 
between 410 and 610 CE. 
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236 Silvia Pozzi, Sirojiddin Mirzaachmedov, and Munira Sultanova

Fig. 7: Pottery from the Early Medieval palace: (1) small pot with bull protome spout; (2) juglet; (3) jug; (4) bowl with 
festoon-like rim; (5) filter; (6, 7) bowls; (8) globular jar; (9) mouse trap; (10) jar; (11) jug with moulded spout; (12) 

water jug (drawings by M. Sultanova, copyright The Society for the Exploration of EurAsia).
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Preliminary Results of Archaeological Investigations at Vardāna 237

ra oasis, for instance at the sites of Kizil Kir-Setalak 
(Kul’tura 1983: 33, 100). These sites date from the 
3rd to the 6th centuries CE and their development 
is connected with the arrival of people from the re-
gions of the Central and Lower Syr Darya area who 
belonged to the Kaunči and Djeti Asar cultures.9 The 
variety of modelled rims found in the lower levels of 
Vardāna complicates any attempt to produce an ef-
fective typology. Considering all this, the suggested 
preliminary dating of this ancient building period is 
between the end of the 4th century CE to the begin-
ning of the 5th. The first building phase of the Early 
Medieval palace yielded scanty ceramic fragments, 
mostly modelled jars and bowls10 that would sug-
gest a chronological framework not so distant from 
the earlier one (Fig. 4:3).

Our knowledge of the pottery production of the 
second building phase of the palace is considerably 
better thanks to three consistent ceramic complexes 
identified in the eastern sector11 (Fig. 7). The rich va-
riety of shapes allows us to date this phase to around 
the 7th to the 8th centuries CE. Similarities with the 
coeval urban productions of Sogdiana,12 such as at 
Paikend (Muhamedžanov et al. 1988: 155–163) 
and Panjikent (Bentovič 1964: 265–298), are dis-
played in particular by the globular jars decorated 
with wavy lines, the bowls and the tableware char-
acterised by petal-like cuts at the base of the vessels. 
A bowl with festoon-like rim imitating metal vessels 
(Fig. 7:4) and a globular pot with spout decorated 
with a bull protome (Fig. 7:1) represent two indis-
putable examples of classic “Sogdian” vessels dating 
to this period (Bentovich 1964: 284, 287). Besides 
the pottery that is in line with the more widespread 
Sogdian production of these centuries, there is a 
consistent bulk of pottery, mainly used for storage 
purposes, which seems to follow the pottery tra-
dition of the earlier building phases. The predom-
inant group is that of the khums, decorated with 
finger impressions, now made on the potter’s wheel 
(Fig. 7:10). The fabric is coarser than the one attest-
ed in the earlier jars and the firing conditions were 
not uniform, as shown by the grey core and the red 
borders of the body clay visible in the fracture of the 
sherds. The vessels have an ovoid shape, a barely 
protruding neck, and a slightly convex or flat foot. 
The external surface is rough and usually of whitish 
colour, suggesting that the vessel surface was moist-
ened immediately before the firing process. As with 
earlier specimens, stripes of slip are applied to the 
body, forming irregular streaks. The Kizil Kir traits 

9 On this, see Levina 1971 and 1996.
10 For comparisons, see Silvi Antonini et al. 2009: Figs. 

19, 31–32. See also Kult’ura 1983: 100.
11 A complex of pottery was found on the burnt floor of the 

storage rooms; the other two were found in two rooms 
with sufa in the northern corridor.

12 For a general overview, see Sokolovskaâ (2015: 237–
247) and Brykina (1999: 269–271).

already present in the earlier pottery production 
evolved into a characteristic local style in which the 
lower finger impressions became more elongated 
and slightly oblique. On the neck, the finger impres-
sions, small and circular, are not very deep. Some-
times the rounded rim presents pinched horizontal 
decorations. Jugs and juglets probably used for stor-
age purposes were made in the same material and 
present the red stripes of slip poured on the surface 
(Fig. 7:11, 12).

Another feature detected on the pottery from 
both Vardāna and Kizil Kir-Setalak13 is the presence 
of incised symbols, commonly known as tamgha/
nishan. There are connections with the Middle Syr 
Darya region again, in fact the most important rep-
ertoire of such symbols comes from Tashkent area 
(Gricina 1984, 86) and from Sidak, in the Turkestan 
oasis (southern Kazakhstan) (Smagulov/Âсenko 
2014), though tamgha were also found elsewhere in 
Uzbekistan in earlier times (Ilyasov 2010: 213–223; 
Kabanov 1981: 20–22, 64). After many years of ex-
cavation, the repertoire of symbols found at Vardāna 
has become quite large, even if the symbols are not 
always complete (Fig. 8). 

Most of them are incised on the shoulders of stor-
age jugs and khums, but they can also be present on 
the lower part of the body of jugs and pots, on the 
lids, on the flasks and on the bowls. In one case, there 
were two different symbols incised on the same ves-
sel, one placed on the shoulder and one on the lower 
part, while in two cases there were more symbols 
placed one next to the other. On one small jug, the 
same symbol was represented twice, in a specular 
way (Fig. 8:23). Some of them were simply traced 
using the fingers, while others were incised with a 
tool, possibly a wooden stick. The accuracy used in 
carving the symbols is also different. Interestingly, 
at Vardāna we identified some recurrent symbols. 
Concentric circles that ended in a pointed motif 
were found on two jars and on a jug (Fig. 8:17–19), 
while semicircles were identified on the lower part 
of a bowl (two semicircles) and on the lower part of 
a pot with rounded foot (three semicircles), all dat-
ing to the 7th to the 8th centuries CE. Interestingly, 
we identified a symbol that encompassed a broad 
period of time. It consists in a U-shaped motif cut by 
a horizontal line and was found both on two vessels 
(a pot and a jug) dating to the 7th to the 8th centu-
ries CE (Fig. 8:4, 5) and on the shoulder of a large 
khum datable to the earlier period (Fig. 8:3). It is 
possible that some of the Vardāna symbols could 
simply be potter’s marks, as in the case of the double 
appearance of symbols (one of them could be a pot-
ter’s mark), but the others could be interpreted as 
talismanic signs or as family/clan heraldic displays, 

13 At Kizil Kir-Setalak there were found 48 symbols incised 
on jars, jug and flasks. For further discussion, see Kul’tu-
ra 1983: 106–107.
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similar to crests, as possibly the symbol detected on 
vessels belonging to different periods. We can also 
advance the hypothesis that some signs could dis-
play the capacity of the vessels or the contents, as in 
the case of the rims of khums marked with incised 
lines and crosses (Fig. 8:29–32). For instance, this 
kind of symbol could have had some function in the 
villages that had to pay taxes in the form of agri-
cultural produce, as we can infer by the reading of 
the accounting texts found in Mount Mugh archives, 
where the quantities of each product delivered as 
tax are displayed (Smirnova 1970: 95–97).

Besides symbols, pictorial drawings could also be 
incised on the vessels, for example the bird incised 
on a jar found in the layers of filling of the Early Medi-
eval palace (Fig. 9:1). The bird, probably a peacock, 

is represented schematically and holds something 
in its beak. An effective comparison comes again 
from Sidak (Fig. 9:2), where a bird very similar to 
the one discussed here was incised on a jar (Sma-
gulov/Âсenko 2013: 214, Fig. 3). In that case, the 
bird is associated with a fish, suggesting it was part 
of religious symbolism. At Kyztepa, in southern Sog-
diana, a bird is schematically represented on a clay 
disc (Fig. 9:3) while a small peacock can be seen on 
a cup found on the nearby site of Aultepa (Kabanov 
1981: 106–108). Another strict comparison is with 
the Crimea, where a similar subject is depicted on 
a ceramic jug (Fig. 9:4) found in Avaric contexts 
(Bálint 1989: 75, Fig. 13). Apart from the incisions 
of birds on pottery, the most striking comparison 
within Sogdiana perhaps remains that of the “bird 

Fig. 8: Incised signs found on the pottery from Vardāna 
(drawings by M. Sultanova, copyright The Society for the Exploration of EurAsia).
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with pearls”, a widespread textile motif that recalls 
a Sassanid influence, used to decorate the clothes 
of several personages depicted on the Sogdian mu-
ral paintings of Afrasiab (Fig. 9:5) (Al’baum 1975: 
Pls. 6, 15, 30, 55), found also at Varakhsha (Fig. 9:6) 
(Šiškin 1963: Pl. 16) and at Qizil, in eastern Turke-
stan (in present-day Xinjiang, China) (Šiškin 1963: 
Pl. 16). Moreover, peacocks are represented on the 

wooden columns from an Early Medieval dwelling 
in Paikend (Semenov/Mirzaamedov 2002: Fig. 55). 
Naršaḫī narrates that in the village of Tawavis, locat-
ed in the eastern part of Bukhara oasis, everybody 
kept peacocks in their house (Naršaḫī: 13). The 
several examples presented here suggest that this 
theme was widespread in different cultural tradi-
tions that used and displayed it on several mediums 

Fig. 9: (1) Bird incised on a ceramic vessel from Vardāna (drawings by M. Sultanova, copyright The Society for the Exploration 
of EurAsia); (2) Bird incised on a jar from Sidak (after Smagulov/Yatsenko 2013: 214, Fig. 3); (3) Bird incised on a ceramic 
vessel from Kyztepa (after Kabanov 1981: 108, Fig. 56); (4) Bird depicted on a jug from Crimea (after Balint 1989: 75, Fig. 36, 
n. 13); (5) Detail of peacocks on mural paintings from Afrasiab (after Al’baum 1975: pl. 55); (6) Detail showing peacocks on 
mural paintings from Varakshsha (after Šiškin 1963: Pl. 16); (7) Sealstone from Vardāna (drawings by M. Sultanova, copyright 
The Society for the Exploration of EurAsia); (8) Seal ring from Vardāna (drawings by M. Sultanova, copyright The Society for 

the Exploration of EurAsia).
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Fig. 10: (1) Bronze model of a stirrup from Vardāna (drawings by M. Sultanova, copyright The Society for the Exploration of 
EurAsia); (2) Iron stirrup from Samarkand (after Raspopova 1980: 100, Fig. 70, n. 2); (3) Iron stirrup from Kanka (after Bogo-

molov/Gendel’man 1990: Fig. 3, n. 33); (4) Bronze stirrup? (after Brusenko/Galieva 1982: 125, Fig. 1, n. 5); (5) Bronze stirrup 
(after Paroli/Ricci 2007: pl. 50, n. 3a–b); (6) Bronze stirrup (after Genito 2002: 246, Fig. 9); (7) Bronze stirrups (after Ceglia/
Marchetta 2012: 229, Fig. 7); (8) Stirrup-like artefact (after Lőrinczy 1992: 85, Fig. 3, n. 7); (9) Iron stirrup (after Kiss/Somo-

gyi 1984: pl. 9, grave 109-9); (10) Iron stirrup (after Ivanišević/Bugarski 2012: 275, Fig. 7, no. 1).
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and according to local fashion and cultural charac-
teristics. This happened not only in high-level artis-
tic representations such as mural paintings, but also 
at a popular level, as demonstrated by their pres-
ence on common pottery. Some Sassanid influence 
in the Bukhara oasis has been suggested several 
times, for instance on the basis of the adoption of 
one series of Sassanid drachms of Vahram V as mod-
els for the local Bukharkhuda coinage (Naymark 
2010: 7–8), as well as by the Sassanid iconographic 
models detected on the mural paintings discovered 
at Uch Kulakh.14

Other artefacts that clearly displays a Sassanid in-
fluence are sealstones. Although Sassanid seal stones 
from archaeological contexts are rare, a distribution 
of this type of object is attested in the Bukhara oasis 
and includes two chalcedony artefacts15 from Vardā-
na, a sealstone representing a “figure with sticks”, 
used as amulet, and a plain seal-ring, both dated to 
the 7th to the 8th centuries CE (Fig. 9:7, 8). As well 
as being used as a seal, the sealstone from Vardā-
na could have been used as amulet, possibly with a 
protective function related to fertility.  Interestingly, 
an almost identical sealstone representing a “figure 
with the sticks” was found in the palace of Varakh-
sha (Šiškin 1963: 66, Fig. 27).

Another artefact that contributes to the creation 
of a chronology of the palace and encourages dis-
cussion of the Turkic cultural presence in this part 
of the oasis is the puzzling bronze model of a stir-
rup found in the filling layers of the Early Medieval 
palace (Fig. 10:1). The stirrup is roughly circular 
and is only 6.6 cm wide. Interestingly, this item is 
characterised by an unusual quadrangular strap 
loop decorated with two protruding vertexes, and 
it was found broken in its lower part, possibly de-
liberately. Models of stirrups are rather rare and 
most of them come from southern Siberia and Al-
tai, where they are always made of iron (Savinov 
2005: 129–135). Functional iron stirrups from 
Sogdiana are extremely rare as well, and to our 
knowledge only one has been found. It comes from 
a tomb near Ulugh Bek observatory in Samarkand 
(Raspopova 1980: Fig. 70, n. 2) and probably dates 
to the Early Medieval period (Fig. 10:2). As far as 
the regions influenced by Sogdian culture are con-
cerned, an iron stirrup was found in the rabad of 
Kanka (Tashkent area) and dates to the beginning 
of the 11th century CE (Bogomolov/Gendel’man 
1990: 98, Fig. 3, n. 33) (Fig. 10:3). Another bronze 
artefact from the medieval layers of Kanka could 
be also an example of a model of a stirrup, even 
though the discoverers interpreted it generically as 
part of a horse harness (Brusenko/Galieva 1982: 
125, Fig. 1, n. 5) (Fig. 10:4). According to Azbelev 

14 See Silvi Antonini et al. (2009: 90–94), in particular 
the sub-chapter “Le pitture”, by C. Lo Muzio.

15 For further discussion, see Pozzi 2014. 

(2014: 315–319), stirrups evolved from aristocrat-
ic accessory to functional military items during the 
first Turk Khaganate. It was the prestige associated 
with this item more than its function that motivat-
ed its large-scale adoption among the Turks, who 
gradually transformed it into a widespread military 
innovation thanks to their specialisation in metal-
lurgy and their privileged access to the iron mines 
of Altai. Bronze is a favourite material among the 
ornaments and amulets and we have not excluded 
the possibility that our find could have been owned 
as a symbol of the prestigious social status acquired 
by the Turks. 

Some finds from Early Medieval cemeteries in 
Europe that yielded Avaric-type materials could 
represent pertinent examples of bronze stirrups 
used symbolically. Burial no. 41 from Castel Trosi-
no (Italy) belonged to a girl and yielded a couple of 
small-size bronze stirrups (width 9.4 cm) decorat-
ed with two animal protomae (Paroli/Ricci 2007: 
Pl. 50, n. 3a–b) (Fig. 10:5). The so-called burial of 
the “young horseman” (no. 33) from Vicenne-Cam-
pochiaro in Italy (Genito 2000: 246, Fig. 9) con-
tained two different stirrups, one in iron and an-
other in bronze. The latter (Fig. 10:6), of modest 
dimensions (width 9.5 cm), was laid on a cobble at 
some distance from the horse, suggesting a symbol-
ic deposition. The strap loop of this find recalls two 
more bronze stirrups from a male burial (no. 150) 
in Vicenne (Ceglia/Marchetta 2012: 229, Fig. 7), 
where the stirrups were not functional and rather 
demonstrated a technological innovation, a revolv-
ing strap loop (Fig. 10:7). An interesting example 
of a symbolic stirrup comes from Hungary: grave 
no. 1 excavated in Szegvár-Oromdülő, which con-
tained the remains of a lady with a horse, yielded 
a stirrup-like artefact in bone of almost the same 
measurements as those of the stirrup from Vardā-
na (Lőrinczy 1992: 85, Fig. 3, n. 7) (Fig. 10:8). 
Leaving aside any stylistic discussion, it is useful 
to stress that the circular body of the stirrup found 
at Vardāna is similar to those of the Early Medieval 
period from southern Siberia16 (early Turkic type) 
and Europe (early Avaric type). However, the bronze 
material and the suspension loop with protruding 
vertexes of our stirrup have no comparison with any 
of the examples from southern Siberia, but echo in-
stead the bronze European models of stirrups men-
tioned above and two functional iron stirrups, one 
from the Avaric necropolis of Cikò in Hungary (Kiss/
Somogyi 1984: 45, pl. 9, grave 109-9) (Fig. 10:9), 
the other from a probable Byzantine hoard found at 
Rujkovac in southern Serbia (Ivanišević/Bugarski 
2012: 275, Fig. 7, no. 1) (Fig. 10:10). The stirrup 
found at Vardāna remains, for the moment, unique 
in Sogdiana and it is difficult to ascertain its prove-

16 For more details on the stirrups found in Altai and south-
ern Siberia, see Azbelev 2014 and Gavrilova 1965.
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nance. However, it is possible that this item originat-
ed from the cultural relationships that probably ex-
isted between Avars and Sogdians, at least as far as 
metal working is concerned. The existence of some 
activity of Sogdian goldsmiths among the Avars has 
already been suggested by Harmatta (1996: 112), 
who analysed the runic and Sogdian inscriptions in-
cised on a silver-gilt strap tip from tomb no. 1280 at 
the Avaric Zamardi cemetery in Hungary. Interest-
ingly, the Sogdian letters identified on the strap tip 
indicate the names of the two different owners of 
the belt, both of Turkish origin. 

4 Conclusions
To conclude, the rectangular building discovered on 
top of the citadel of Vardāna represents an original 
example of a Sogdian royal palace dating to the Early 
Medieval period and its foundation could be proba-
bly interpreted as part of the “phénomene des fon-
dations ou refondations urbaines” (Grenet 1996: 
374) that Sogdiana experienced from the 5th centu-
ry CE onward. The well-defined organisation of the 
spaces modulated according to a tripartite plan and 
the system of internal and external corridors consti-
tute the original traits of this building. The rectangu-
lar plan is the result of an initial unitary project and 
is rather uncommon among the many Early Medie-
val Sogdian castles often characterised by a square 
plan, such as Kafirkala or Aultepe (Lebedeva 2000: 
144–145, Figs. 1, 2). By-pass corridors are an archi-
tectural device found both in the above-mentioned 
castles with square plan but also in wider citadels 
such as Paikend (Mirzaahmedov/Omel’čenko 
2013: 55, Fig. 2), even though they are usually devel-
oped in combination with bastions and loopholes or 
with an external ring of rooms. This is not the case 
at Vardāna, where the peripheral corridor is not 
characterised by any of these features. It imitates 
instead the blind corridor that encircled the castle 
of Aktepa at Junusabad (Tashkent), even though at 
Vardāna there are no angular towers or inner parti-
tions and the internal layout of the two buildings is 
completely different (Filanovich 1983: Fig. 4). The 
inner side-corridor that encircled one part of the 
palace of Vardāna (the western sector) is also unusu-
al. Side-corridors are present at the palace of Ikšid 
at Afrasiab, where the famous wall paintings were 
found, but they are present only outside two rooms 
(1, 3) and not the whole sector (Ahunbabaev 1999: 
Fig. 3). The palace of Erkurgan, though different in 
chronology and in the inner layout, has a side-corri-
dor in the western part of the building and it could 
possibly be used for a comparison (Sulejmanov 
2000: Fig. 53). 

The palace of Vardāna lacked bastions and loop-
holes, but it adopted other features typically mil-
itary in function, such as the reinforcement of the 

external walls and the elevation of the dwelling area. 
Vardāna was located in a strategic place, across the 
border of the oasis, and can be considered a “door” 
to the northern steppe, as described in some passag-
es of the Tārīḫ-i Buḫārā, where Naršaḫī (Naršaḫī: 
10, 16) states that Vardāna was located on the fron-
tier of Turkistan and that Vardān Khudāh retreated 
to Turkistan several times during the Arab attacks. 
It is not excluded that the peculiar character of the 
architecture at Vardāna could be due to its peripher-
al position and to the possibly ambiguous role that 
this place played in relation to both the oasis towns 
and the nomads.

Each sector of the palace was probably used for 
specific functions: the western part housed the liv-
ing areas, the central sector was probably connect-
ed with the entrance to the palace, while the east-
ern sector was used for representative purposes. 
During the last period of occupation (7th–8th cen-
turies CE), the representative spaces of the palace, 
located in the eastern sector, were converted into 
a storage area, while many rooms and the western 
surveillance corridor were partitioned into smaller 
spaces. This change of layout could suggest a new 
arrangement of the military presence and the need 
to enlarge the storage spaces, confirmed also by 
the abundant presence of storage pottery. All these 
features suggest that the citadel was planning to 
resist eventual sieges. It is possible that during the 
7th–8th centuries CE, this palace became a defen-
sive outpost, relegating to secondary function the 
representation of political power. According to the 
combined analysis of coins and literature as carried 
out by Naymark (2001: 295), the usurper of Bukhār 
Khudāh, named Vardān Khudāh by Narshakhī and 
Ṭabari, has to be identified with Khunak Khudāh, 
a name found also on a particular series of silver 
Bukhār Khudāh coins. Since Narshakhī says that 
Khunak restored the palace of Varakhsha (Naršaḫī: 
17–18), it makes sense to suppose that the repre-
sentative function missing at Vardāna in the last 
period of occupation of the palace could have been 
transferred to Varakhsha, the traditional “seat” of 
the Bukhara king, which might explain why the pal-
ace of Vardāna had a prevailingly military character. 

The material culture unearthed at Vardāna sug-
gests a long-lasting cultural fusion between this 
area and the Middle Sir Darya region, as proven by 
the characteristic pottery, but also evident through 
ties with the Sassanid world. The presence of sym-
bols and decorative motifs in the pottery highlights 
the importance of this medium in the transmis-
sion of cultural symbols and possibly also in the 
socio-political and economic interpretation of the 
archaeological evidence. 

New considerations on the Turkic presence in 
Bukhara oasis could be also made in light of the 
discovery of the bronze model of a stirrup. Naršaḫī 
mentions a Turkish origin of the king of Vardāna in-
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volved in the struggles with Arabs between the 7th 
and the 8th centuries CE (Naršaḫī: 10). Strangely, 
the lord of Vardāna was remembered with an Ira-
nian title instead of a Turkish: it is possible, there-
fore, to propose the hypothesis that this leader, a 
usurper hoping to rule the whole oasis, preferred to 
maintain a traditional title in order to legitimate his 
position with the local rulers. Be that as it may, the 
model of a stirrup found at Vardāna, probably used 
symbolically, is archaeological evidence that con-
firms how deeply the Turkic heritage (mostly rec-
ognisable cultural traits and symbols) filtered into 
Sogdian culture during the Early Medieval period, 
which also stimulates the debate on the existence of 
wider contacts with the western world, mediated by 
others nomadic groups such as the Avars. 

The material culture unearthed at present at 
Vardāna seems to fit well with all the legendary 
cultural influences echoed by Naršaḫī in the Tārīḫ-i 
Buḫārā, such as the Sassanid and the Turkish. 
Through the centuries new cultural elements cer-
tainly filtered through into the local substrate of 
Vardāna, showing how this peripheral town proba-
bly benefitted from the volatile political situation of 
Sogdiana both in terms of cultural openness and its 
ability to elaborate its own original identity. Further 
studies will advance our knowledge of the geopolit-
ical role of borderline oasis towns similar to Vardā-
na and of their role in the transmission of culture 
throughout the different regions of Central Asia and 
farther afield. 
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